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Abstract: Active and programmable networks change the functionality of routers and switches by
using VPN endpoints and active packets. The authors present a new packet scheduling scheme called
active scheduling to control and maintain QoS parameters in virtual private networks (VPNs) within
the confines of adaptive and programmable networks. In active scheduling a VPN endpoint on the
router monitors the accumulated queuing delay for each service. To control and to keep the end-to-end
delay within the bounds, the delays of the packet transmitted are adjusted dynamically by VPN
endpoints on the routers spanning the VPN. If there is an increase or decrease in delay of packets, VPN
endpoints on a source node informs the destination node to adjust the delay of the packets. This keeps
the end-to-end delay of services within the specified bounds and offers better QoS compared with
VPNs using static priority scheduling. An algorithm for active scheduling is described and simulation
results are presented and compared with priority scheduling.
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INTRODUCTION

scheduling where the delay of the packet transmitted
are adjusted to minimize the packet loss [5].
A survey of packet-scheduling schemes of active
and programmable networks shows that projects such
as tempest, based on switchlets[6] and spawning
networks[7], based on routelets, use static scheduling
mechanisms. One of these well-known scheduling
schemes is priority. There are certain problems with
priority scheduling. First, it allocates a fixed amount of
bandwidth over a defined time scale to the sessions
over the routers spanning the VPN, that is, the
assignment of weights to any queue within a scheduler
or across a number of schedulers is essentially static,
which leads to bandwidth bottlenecks at the output link
of routers for the sessions joining the queues of a router
from other sections of the network. Secondly, there is
no provision for intelligent load management in this
scheme, which results in higher end-to-end delays for
the services and wastage of bandwidth. This is because
different routers in the network are loaded with
different traffic loads. For example, if a router in the
core network supporting the VPN is heavily loaded and
the upstream routers are lightly loaded, then this can
lead to wastage of bandwidth and higher end-to-end
delays. This research presents and describes active
scheduling and compares its performance with priority
scheduling [8] by presenting a simulation example.

In traditional computer networks the intermediate
nodes are vertically closed systems whose functions are
rigidly programmed into the embedded software and
hardware by the vendors. The VPN also falls in this
category. Therefore the development and deployment
of new protocols requires a long standardization
process. Active networks [1] allow users or operators to
inject customized codes into the network to modify the
behavior of switches and routers. Scheduling of
different classes of traffic within the switches and
routers has been identified as one of the most important
resources to be reconfigured [2].
This research presents a novel mechanism called,
active scheduling for the reconfiguration of the
scheduling dynamically to modify the queuing strategy
in routers [2-4].
Active scheduling allows the introduction of a
procedure by which the packet delay of heavily loaded
routers are altered dynamically according to different
classes of traffic (voice, video and data), since each
class has different QoS requirements. This is achieved
by using VPN endpoints on the routers initiating the
reconfiguration of delay. This procedure is called active
scheduling. One such active scheduling is LST
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LEAST SLACK TIME ALGORITHM

d is the transmission deadline, t is the real time since
the cycle start and c is the remaining computation time.
The next packet in serious will take this left out slack
time for transmission so there is minimized delay. If the
delay exceeds the packet drops and is retransmitted at
last.
LST scheduling is functionally compatible with the
DiffServ architecture, controlling endpoints can be used
to monitor the delay of aggregates. The number of
agents on a router depends on the number of
aggregates. The delay will be changed whenever there
is congestion on the links or a change in the number of
sessions. Thus the traffic can be minimized
effectively[12].

Each VPN in the active router environment
contains two types of agents on the active routers:
queue agents and control agents [9]. VPN endpoints
control a delay of sessions according to the maximum
and minimum delay bounds specified by the clients.
Control agents control the end-to-end delay of a VPN
by monitoring the delay of a session on a routing path.
However the LST scheduling one such active
scheduling algorithm, here proposed does not require
any control at the VPN endpoints. In Fig. 1 we adjust
the delay of the packets routed and is calculated based
on the slack time and transmitted to meet the QoS
parameters [10].
In Figure 1 the VPN Endpoints with the packets
being transmitted effectively with adjusted delay. This
delay adjustment is to minimize the packet loss
effectively. The Figure 2 shows the LST algorithm base
work.
Each node in VPN environment is assigned with
the input parameters delay and bandwidth. Based on
which the slack time is calculated and the packets are
routed in a minimized delay[11]. This scheduling
algorithm first selects those packets that have the
smallest slack time. Slack time is defined as the
temporal difference between the deadline, the ready
time and the transmission time. More formally, the
slack time for a process is defined as (d-t)-c , where

Proposed Algorithm
Step 1: For each pair of nodes choose the source and
destination path compute k-shortest paths.
Step 2: Consider the Max number of packets Pn to be
routed via S1…. Sn+1
Step 3: Compute the LST scheduling for finding the
packet delay and loss.
Step 4: Then compare the packet routing efficiency
based on the algorithm
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE
SCHEDULING
Simulation environment: The simulation environment
need to be simulated is efficient with packet routing
among the routers and switches taken to be the VPN
endpoints. The shortest path among the source and
destination endpoint is found out and is made as the
path for the routing. The minimal cost of the path with
the delay adjustment and the bandwidth guaranteed
transmission improves the Qos within VPN as in Fig. 3.
Consider the simulated environment in which the
number of packets to be routed Pn, is given via S/A
based on which the LST is implemented. The packets
via S1 seem to be 20 packets then calculate the slack
time in routing. The routed are adjusted dynamically
to reduce the delay. The slack time is added to the
transmission time which could result in improved
bandwidth utilization and efficiency. The delay and
slack time determines the efficiency of routing. This is
shown in calculation part below

Fig.1: Packet routing based on LST

Fig. 2: Basic LST Framework
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Delay change
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Fig. 3: Environment Need to be simulated
Calculation of the delay is described as: Packets to be
routed are P and the transmission time is set based on
the link capacity. The delay is altered dynamically so
that the efficiency is improved.
Packet transmission Time> Packet Deadline Time
Packet Deadline Time - Packet Time gives the Slack
Time
The Slack time left out is added to previous
transmission Time
if delay(Packets) >=3ms then drop the packet
Then Count++
When packet is dropped then retransmit the packet.
Fig. 4: Waxman Model: Nodes 50
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Ingress bandwidth is the maximum amount of traffic a
VPN endpoint would receive, while egress bandwidth is
the maximum amount of traffic the VPN endpoint
would send.
The traffic among the nodes can be scheduled
based on LST scheduling algorithm. To measure how
effective our KCDVT Algorithm is, we conduct
simulations. We generate two different sizes of
topology for testing. For each size, we generate 1000

[5]

We adopt some of the notations developed in . A
network is modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where V is
the set of nodes and E is the set of bidirectional links
among the nodes in V. The (i, j) and (j, i) are
considered as two distinct links. Each link (i, j) is
associated with capacity Lij. It is possible that Lij Lji.
In the hose model, each VPN specification consists of a
set of VPN endpoints P⊆V and the ingress and egress
bandwidths of each of the VPN endpoints.
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random topologies based on the WAXMAN model as
shown in Figure 4. For each topology, |P| VPN
endpoints
Table 1: Delay bound for packets in active router via S1
Maximum
Loss packets Delay in (msec)
Sessions
Packets
packets
transmission
Packets via S1/A1
55
28
12
Packets via S2/A1
24
12
6
Packets via S3/A2
21
10
4

Table 2: Delay bound for packets in active router via S2
Maximum
Loss packets Delay in (msec)
Sessions
Packets
packets
transmission
Packets via S1/A1
50
8
12
Packets via S2/A1
31
11
6
Packets via S3/A2
22
15
4

Fig. 6: Graph showing Time delay Vs Packets
transmitted

are randomly picked up. Based on the chosen end
points the shortest path is generated effectively based
on which the packets are routing with the LST
implemented.
The routed packets with adjusted delay are
efficiently taken into account with minimal bandwidth
utilization. The Table 1 and 2 shows the minimal delay
in packets routed via nodes S1/A1 or S2/A2 or S3/A3
with calculated packet loss and is overcome by the
retransmission.
Based on the Table and the comparative graph, the
proposed algorithm Least Slack Time is justified to be
efficient than the priority scheduling in terms of cost
and delay (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The authors have presented a new scheduling
scheme called Least Slack Time scheduling. Virtual
private networks consisting of active routers have been
implemented in NS2. Active routers reconfigure the
delays of packet routing in their shortest path. The
results have shown that the active routers offer better
performance in terms of end-to-end delay and cost.
In future there are still a number of issues relating
to VPN routing. For example: (1) The problem of
fitting failure of lowest cost path and restoration
mechanisms (2) Provisioning for the Asymmetric VPN
nodes in active routers.
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